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Routes to embodiment
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Research on embodiment is rich in impressive demonstrations but somewhat poor in
comprehensive explanations. Although some moderators and driving mechanisms have
been identified, a comprehensive conceptual account of how bodily states or dynamics
influence behavior is still missing. Here, we attempt to integrate current knowledge
by describing three basic psychological mechanisms: direct state induction, which
influences how humans feel or process information, unmediated by any other cognitive
mechanism;modal priming, which changes the accessibility of concepts associated with
a bodily state; sensorimotor simulation, which affects the ease with which congruent and
incongruent actions are performed. We argue that the joint impact of these mechanisms
can account for most existing embodiment effects. Additionally, we summarize empirical
tests for distinguishing these mechanisms and suggest a guideline for future research
about the mechanisms underlying embodiment effects.
Keywords: embodied cognition, grounded cognition, simulation, priming, metaphors
Introduction
Carrying weight makes hills seem steeper and distances seem greater (Bhalla and Proffitt, 1999;
Proffitt et al., 2003). Additionally it influences judgments about observed weight lifting in others
(Hamilton et al., 2004); but also estimates of a topic’s importance (Jostmann et al., 2009; Chandler
et al., 2012), of one’s guilt (Kouchaki et al., 2014), and of one’s success in learning (Alban and Kelley,
2013). These findings highlight the body’s role in information processing, termed embodiment.
Conceptually, however, this impressively diverse set of effects is poorly integrated (Schubert and
Semin, 2009; Barsalou, 2010; Meier et al., 2012; Willems and Francken, 2012; Glenberg et al., 2013).
Recently, some moderators and driving mechanisms of specific embodiment effects have been
identified. For example, interoceptive sensitivity was found to moderate different embodiment
effects (Häfner, 2013), and fishy smells’ impact on distrust was linked to a chain of semantic
associations (Lee and Schwarz, 2012). However, a comprehensive conceptual account of how bodily
states or dynamics influence human experience and behavior is still missing. Therefore, it is our goal
to integrate current knowledge by describing three basic psychological mechanisms and illustrate
them briefly with findings from the cognitive, social psychology, and neuroscience literature (for
more extensive reviews, see, e.g., Barsalou, 2008; Landau et al., 2010; Glenberg et al., 2013).
To start out, we adopt a phenomenological definition for embodiment. Specifically, we define
embodiment as an effect where the body, its sensorimotor state, its morphology, or its mental
representation play an instrumental role in information processing. This definition is agnostic about
how such knowledge is represented (for more theory-driven accounts of how to define embodiment,
see, e.g., Wilson, 2002; Goldman and de Vignemont, 2009). Even though the question about how
knowledge is grounded, and to what degree this grounding is based on the body, is a vital one,
our classification of embodiment effects does not explicitly make use of knowledge representations.
Therefore, we leave the question of knowledge representation to theories of embodied cognition.
Accordingly, some of the effects we discuss do not provide evidence for stronger versions of
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embodied or grounded cognition hypotheses (e.g., Clark, 1999;
Chemero, 2013; see alsoWilson, 2002;Machery, 2007) but can also
be explained by amodal mechanisms (i.e., mechanisms that are
completely independent ofmodality-specific systems). Indeed, we
also discuss amodal mechanisms for embodiment effects. Our
primary goal is to compare, and classify the effects and understand
their underlying mechanisms. Hopefully, this will advance our
understanding of the body’s role in information processing and
shed light on themore fundamental mechanisms of cognition and
the nature of the cognitive architecture.
Pursuing this goal, we suggest a classification for embodiment
effects that is based on their underlying mechanisms. Specifically,
we argue that sensations or actions can have three qualitatively
different effects on the mind.
 First, they can directly alter a person’s state of mind, feelings,
or information processing (direct state induction).
 Second, they can change how readily specific information
comes to mind, thus influencing the mental contents instead
of the mode of operation (modal priming).
 Third, they can lead to compatibility effects with concurrent
automatic simulations, changing, for example, fluency and
preferences (sensorimotor simulation).
We classify all three mechanisms as automatic in the sense
that they require little processing resources and can be initiated
unintentionally (see Moors and De Houwer, 2006). However, this
does not mean these mechanisms are uncontrollable or inflexible.
On the contrary, we adopt a situated cognition perspective
(Smith and Semin, 2004); thus, especially modal priming and
sensorimotor simulation are generally influenced, among other
things, by a person’s current goal state and by situational
circumstances.
In the following, we sketch each route to embodiment and
highlight its signature characteristics. We do not go into details
about the mechanisms, as all of them have been proposed before
and explained more fully than could be done here1. Instead, we
highlight and compare the mechanisms and their features. Our
key thesis is that eachmechanism has distinct features that cannot
easily be explained by any of the other mechanisms. This enables
us to provide procedures to test their respective contributions for
a given empirical effect.
Mechanism 1: Direct State Induction
Some bodily states directly induce affective or non-affective
feelings and are not mediated by any kind of higher cognitive
mechanism such as attributions or inferences (Barsalou et al.,
2003; Neumann et al., 2003; Niedenthal, 2007). For example,
keeping muscle tension associated with increasing or decreasing
distance may induce a motivational orientation of avoidance
or approach, respectively (Cacioppo et al., 1993; Strack and
Deutsch, 2004). Similarly, disabling the corrugator muscle (by
1Indeed, the mechanisms have even been proposed in this or similar form
to explain the effects we use as illustrations for the mechanisms, though
sometimes without any empirical support for the working of the proposed
mechanism.
an injection of Botulinum Toxin A) may reduce negative affect
and depressive symptoms (Lewis and Bowler, 2009; Wollmer
et al., 2012). Thus, with facial configuration directly influencing
emotional experiences, direct state induction is akin to William
James’s theory of emotion elicitation (James, 1884) and to some
later theories of emotion, like facial feedback theory and hard
interface theory (Zajonc and Markus, 1988). Accordingly, this
route to embodiment should generally be stable, in terms of both
context influences and temporal dynamics.
The resulting psychological state can, in turn, also influence
judgment or behavior. For example, distance changing muscle
contractions were found to influence diverse judgments and
behaviors, such as valence judgments (Cacioppo et al., 1993;
Centerbar and Clore, 2006), the recognition of valenced
information (Förster and Strack, 1996), the amount of consumed
food (Förster, 2003), tendencies to judge others as similar or
dissimilar to oneself (Nussinson et al., 2010), and the recruitment
of different cognitive resources (Friedman and Förster, 2005;
Koch et al., 2008).
Direct state induction is similar to procedural or mindset
priming. Both are content free (Gollwitzer, 1990; Förster et al.,
2009), which implies that the activation refers not to distinct
concepts but to the information processing style, influencing
cognitive functions in unrelated domains. Moreover, it does not
matter how the altered state or mindset came about. The same
motivational state may influence cognitive processes in the same
manner, regardless if the state was elicited by a cognitive or
an embodied induction. For instance, an avoidance orientation
should result in a tendency to evaluate neutral stimuli as negative
and to adopt a narrow attentional scope—no matter if it was
induced by walking backward (Fayant et al., 2011), by arm
extension (Cacioppo et al., 1993), or by performing a task of
guiding amouse through amaze to avoid a bird of prey (Friedman
and Förster, 2005).
Even though direct state inductionworks largely independently
of contextual and situational factors, the elicited state may
be prevented from influencing behavior, for instance by re-
attributing the feeling (Schwarz, 2011). Thus, like physical
arousal’s influence on a judgment can bemoderated by attributing
it to an incidental source (e.g., a pill) instead of one’s reaction to
the stimulus (Schwarz et al., 1985), the influence of bodily induced
feelings on behavior can be counteracted. Therefore, finding high
context sensitivity for an embodiment manipulation does not rule
out direct state induction as the responsible mechanism. Instead,
it is crucial to distinguish between the induced state and the
resulting behavior. While the former is assumed to follow directly
from the embodiment manipulation, the latter is highly flexible
and context sensitive. Thus, direct state induction alters a person’s
state or mindset. But, how this state and mindset is used depends
on a number of factors besides the state itself.
Mechanism 2: Modal Priming
In modal priming, sensorimotor states activate (often abstract)
concepts. For example, handling a rough (vs. smooth) object
leads to judging social interactions to be less coordinated
(Ackerman et al., 2010). Similarly, holding a heavy (vs. light)
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object heightens the perceived significance of an object or
the weight of a topic (Jostmann et al., 2009; Schneider et al.,
2011). This mechanism presupposes that representations contain
modality-specific aspects (e.g., movements or bodily, facial, or
sensory states). Activating the bodily states partially activates
the associated semantic concepts (e.g., by means of spreading
activation in a multi-modal associative store; see Smith and
DeCoster, 2000; Strack and Deutsch, 2004; for a connectionist
model for a modal priming effect, see Flusberg et al., 2010);
and, in turn, the activated semantic concepts can influence
behavior.
Modal priming effects have gained much attention through
reports of surprising associations. Instead of being semantically
associated, the bodily states or actions and the abstract concepts
are often connected via conceptual metaphors (Lakoff and
Johnson, 1980, 1999; Landau et al., 2010). For example, a faint
smell of fish decreases trust in social interactions (Lee and
Schwarz, 2012). Yet, the connection between fish and trust consists
solely in the metaphoric expression of “something smelling fishy”
for untrustworthiness.
Apart from its distinct mode of activation, modal priming
operates similar to priming in general (Lee and Schwarz, 2012;
Meier et al., 2012). Specifically, the bodily manipulation increases
the accessibility of associated concepts making them more likely
to be used in subsequent tasks (Loersch and Payne, 2011).
Importantly, accessible concepts can be used to either construct a
target or a standard of comparison (Schwarz and Bless, 1992; Bless
and Schwarz, 2010), leading to assimilation or contrast effects,
respectively. Also, they can be discarded altogether when they are
attributed to a source that is irrelevant for the task at hand (see also
Wheeler et al., 2007, for a similar account).
Like other kinds of priming, modal priming effects should
in general be bidirectional. Thus, while a fishy smell activates
the concept of suspiciousness, inducing suspicion also lowers
the sensory threshold to detect fishy smells (Lee and Schwarz,
2012). Similarly, walking slowly activates the elderly concept
(Mussweiler, 2006), while, conversely, activating the elderly
concept decreases walking speed (Bargh et al., 1996). Although
there is convincing evidence for the unidirectionality of some
effects (e.g., Boroditsky, 2000; Casasanto and Boroditsky, 2008),
the majority of metaphoric effects have been shown to work
bidirectionally. Similarly, for priming in general, bidirectionality
is the rule rather than the exception.
In fact, a similar analogy holds formodal and semantic priming
to the previously described analogy of direct state induction and
mindset priming. As long as a concept is activated and attributed
to one’s own judgment about a currently perceived stimulus,
similar effects result whether the concept is activated semantically
or physically (IJzerman and Semin, 2010; see also DeWall and
Bushman, 2009; Dimmock et al., 2013). From this analogy follow
some properties of modal priming and direct state induction:
modal priming influences specific associated concepts while direct
state induction affects a broader range of behaviors. Moreover,
the time course should differ. While content that is activated
through priming gets quickly deactivated, altered information
processing tends to last longer after the manipulation (Smith and
Branscombe, 1987).
Mechanism 3: Sensorimotor Simulation
Perceiving a stimulus automatically triggers the simulation of
reenacting or interacting with it (Barsalou, 1999, 2008). For
instance, seeing objects that afford handling evokes the simulation
of grasping (Tucker and Ellis, 1998), reading words elicits the
simulation of pronunciation (Fadiga et al., 2002; Topolinski and
Strack, 2009) and reading sentences leads to a multi-sensory
simulation of the experiential content (Stanfield and Zwaan, 2001;
Glenberg and Kaschak, 2002; Pecher et al., 2003; Fischer and
Zwaan, 2008). This automatic simulation is very similar to the
action or sensation itself—even employing the same brain regions
(Gallese, 2007). Taking this notion farther, mental representation
might essentially be “the reenactment of previous experiences”
(Pecher and Winkielman, 2013, p. 396).
As a result, sensations or actions are facilitated if they
are congruent with the simulated sensations or actions, while
incompatible sensations or actions are hampered. For example,
pressing the right (or left) key in response to an image of a cup
with its handle on the right (or left) side is facilitated compared to
the mismatching assignment (Tucker and Ellis, 1998).
Simulation is important in social interactions. Understanding
actions in others involves activity in brain regions involved in
performing these very actions. Indeed, a network of brain regions
(sometimes referred to as mirror-neuron system) is activated
both when an action is performed and when it is observed in
others (Buccino et al., 2001; Rizzolatti and Craighero, 2004; cf.
Prinz, 1990). Evidence for a causal role of those brain regions in
action understanding comes from lesion and interference studies
(e.g., Urgesi et al., 2007; Pazzaglia et al., 2008). For example,
temporarily impairing participants’ hand (vs. lip) area of the
premotor cortex (by repetitive transcranial magnetic stimulation)
increases error rates in understanding pantomimed hand (vs. lip)
actions (Michael et al., 2014). Thus, in addition to its quality
of reenacting previous experiences, simulation has an additional
function in predicting other’s behavior (Gallese, 2007, 2009; see
also Borghi and Cimatti, 2010).
Simulation has also been shown to play a causal role in various
other mental faculties, such as processing emotion (Oberman
et al., 2007; Foroni and Semin, 2009, 2011, 2012; Niedenthal
et al., 2009) or representing meaning (Klatzky et al., 1989; Zwaan
and Taylor, 2006)—even the meaning of abstract concepts (e.g.,
information transfer, Glenberg and Kaschak, 2002). Moreover,
preference and esthetic appreciation also relies on sensorimotor
simulation, specifically its fluency (Beilock and Holt, 2007;
Topolinski and Strack, 2009).
Automatic simulation depends on previous experience and
skills (Beilock et al., 2008). Accordingly, participants trained
in a specific movement are better than untrained participants
at visually recognizing similar movements (Casile and Giese,
2006). Similarly, participants with severe spinal-cord injury are
impaired in detecting biological motion (Arrighi et al., 2011).
Moreover, young children learn about other people’s goal-directed
object manipulations by interacting with objects themselves
(Sommerville et al., 2005; see also Campos et al., 2000).
A unique feature of the simulation mechanism is that it also
works offline, that is, in absence of the particular bodily state
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or action that is simulated (Wilson, 2002; see also Niedenthal
et al., 2005). A stimulus is processed and elicits a simulation even
without any particular sensorimotor state; this simulation—its
ease or the associated sensorimotor activity—affects information
processing, judgment, and behavior. From this property it follows
that a bodily manipulation can be used to both facilitate and
interfere with the simulation (e.g., Beilock and Holt, 2007; Elder
and Krishna, 2012).
Moreover, simulation is more flexible in how and when it
takes place than the other two mechanisms. Simulation occurs
automatic, unintentionally, fast, and even without attending to the
stimulus eliciting the simulation (Shtyrov et al., 2014). However, it
can be blocked by a concurrent task using the same sensorimotor
resources (e.g., chewing blocks covert pronunciation, Topolinski
and Strack, 2009) and can even be prevented by performing some
tasks on the stimuli (Solomon andBarsalou, 2004; Sato et al., 2008;
Niedenthal et al., 2009; Papeo et al., 2009; for an overview, see also
Willems and Casasanto, 2011). As yet, it is not entirely clear which
conditions prevent simulation, and whether these conditions are
independent of simulation contents (e.g., emotions or actions),
but it seems that simulation is a default mechanism that occurs
unless it is prevented.
Mixed Forms
We do not argue that every embodiment effect is exclusively
driven by one of these three routes. Instead, joint influences are
rather the rule than the exception. For instance, there seem to
be two driving mechanisms for embodied cleansing. Embodied
cleansing refers to the effect that physical cleansing one’s hands
reduces the impact of previous experiences (e.g., washing one’s
hands after a transgression reduces guilty feelings, Zhong and
Liljenquist, 2006). On the one hand, several studies found
semantic associations between (im)morality and (un)cleanness.
Specifically, activating the concept of immorality leads to higher
accessibility of cleaning-related words (Zhong and Liljenquist,
2006; Jones and Fitness, 2008; Yan et al., 2011), which points to
modal priming. On the other hand, cleaning influences a broad
range of cognitive processes in domains beyond morality, called
the “clean slate effect” (Lee and Schwarz, 2010; Xu et al., 2012);
and diversity of consequences is a signature feature of direct state
induction. A similar case can be made for the influence of weight
on importance judgments. Here, both modal priming (Zhang and
Li, 2012) and sensorimotor simulation (Häfner, 2013) have been
argued to contribute to the effect.
The Role of Conscious Inferences
Inferential processes may also play a role in combination with
the three automatic mechanisms discussed thus far. Specifically,
the bodily state or action can be consciously perceived and
categorized, such that inferences can be drawn from it, which
may contribute to the observed effect. One such inferential
process could be self-perception. Typically, self-perception has
been ruled out in embodiment by the use of unobtrusive bodily
manipulations and elaborate debriefings.
However, inferential processes can also influence the
accessibility of concepts. A conscious classification of an
action that is inherently ambiguous can be necessary for the
activation of a concept, and thus for the occurrence of modal
priming. For example, clothes make the man—depending on
man’s interpretation of the clothes: Wearing a white coat increases
participants’ performance in attention-related tasks when the
coat is introduced as a doctor’s coat compared to a painter’s coat
(Adam and Galinsky, 2012). This is another instance of a mixed
effect as both the conscious label and actual wearing of the coat
are necessary for the effect to occur (Adam and Galinsky, 2012;
see also Boroditsky and Ramscar, 2002; Casasanto and Dijkstra,
2010, for related notions about the influence of a movement’s
subjective meaning).
Conscious inferences can also influence or even reverse
compatibility effects of sensorimotor simulation. In general,
changing distance leads to a compatibility effect with the valence
of a stimulus (i.e., moving toward a positive stimulus and away
from a negative one are faster than vice versa; e.g., Solarz,
1960; Chen and Bargh, 1999). However, giving a different
meaning to the movement can reverse the effect (Markman and
Brendl, 2005; Eder and Rothermund, 2008; Seibt et al., 2008).
Interestingly, when combining re-categorization of the movement
and automatic tendencies to increase or decrease distance, both
influence movement speed depending on the valence of the word
(Krieglmeyer et al., 2010). So it seems that both automatic distance
regulation and the situational meaning of a movement produce
compatibility effects between a word’s valence and movement.
Disentangling the Routes to Embodiment
The current topology of three routes to embodiment does not only
parsimoniously cover the bulk of existing embodiment effects
with a few basic principles, it also provides empirical tests of their
respective contributions to a given phenomenon. Let us illustrate
this with the well-known pen manipulation (Strack et al., 1988),
where participants hold a pencil either between their protruded
lips with their teeth (while not touching it with the lips) or
with their lips. This procedure was meant to either facilitate or
inhibit the contraction of the zygomaticus muscle which is used
in smiling. At the same time, participants were prevented from
categorizing their facial action as a smile and draw inferences from
it. While the smile facilitation condition yielded higher funniness
ratings of cartoons compared to a neutral control condition,
inhibited smiling caused lower funniness ratings (Strack et al.,
1988).
The pen manipulation could reasonably be based on all
three proposed mechanisms. First, operating through direct state
induction, smiling might improve mood. Yet, when assessing
participants’ affective state, generally no influence of the pen
manipulation can be detected (Strack et al., 1988; Niedenthal
et al., 2001). Second, operating through modal priming, smiling
could activate fun-related concepts which could in turn be used
as judgmental cues in the funniness ratings. However, this is
also unlikely because holding a pen between one’s teeth does
not lead to faster responses for positively valenced words in a
lexical decision task (Havas et al., 2007). Third and most likely,
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automatic simulations of subtle smiling could be triggered when
evaluating funniness (Foroni and Semin, 2009). These smiling
simulations could be influenced by concurrent facilitated or
inhibited smiling as a result of holding a pen. And indeed,
facilitated or inhibited sensorimotor simulations seem to lead to
respective effects on evaluations (Havas and Matheson, 2013).
Moreover, only sensorimotor simulation explains the decrease in
funniness ratings by an inhibition of smiling compared to a no-
interference control condition. Thus, the facial posture’s influence
on funniness ratings seems to involve sensorimotor simulation.
In the followingwe outline tests for each causal route, exploiting
its respective procedural features such as breadth of effects or
arbitrariness of associations.
Probing Direct State Induction
Direct state induction requires the activation of a global
psychological state, emotion, or mindset, which allows for the
following tests.
Presence of Induced State
As its name says, the test of direct state induction is assessing the
presence of the induced state. Recurring to the smile facilitation
example, smiling could improve positive mood which could lead
to cartoons being judged funnier. But as the effect on cartoon
judgment has been repeatedly observedwithout concurrentmood
change, this mechanism is unlikely. Of course, assessing the
focal state depends on the measure’s sensitivity—for instance,
smile induction might elicit affect too subtle to be caught by
mood reports—and agreement on what the state might be. If,
however, the proposed state does vary with the manipulation, and
if this variation mediates the effect of the manipulation on the
dependent measure, then direct state induction seems responsible
for producing the embodiment effect at hand.
Diversity of Consequences
Usually, states induced by embodiment are global psychological
states, such as emotions ormotivational orientations, prompting a
broad variety of cognitive, affective, and behavioral consequences.
Thus, the scope of impact should usually be broader for direct
state induction than for the other routes—particularly concerning
consequences in content domains that are not connected to the
bodily manipulation. For instance, the link between arm muscle
contraction and performance in the Stroop task (Koch et al., 2008)
cannot be reconstructed by semantic associations or sensorimotor
simulation.
Universal State Induction
As direct state induction does not rest on stored semantic
or linguistic associations, inducing a certain sensorimotor
state should invariably result in a similar state change—across
languages, cultures, and other factors that shape semantic
memory. Thus, cross-cultural replications of the same effect
speak in favor of direct state induction. In contrast, particularly
modal priming, often involving culturally idiosyncratic language
metaphors, should substantially be modulated by culture (see the
next section).
Probing Modal Priming
Modal priming generally conforms to the rules of priming more
generally, which allows for the following tests.
Activation of Concepts Instead of Global States
Inmodal priming, embodiment manipulations invariably activate
associated concepts. Indeed, this concept activation is thought to
mediate any effects. Therefore, the most direct test is to measure
concept accessibility, for instance, via a lexical decision or word
stem completion task (Lee and Schwarz, 2012). If the concepts
supposedly mediating an embodiment effect are not activated by
themanipulation,modal priming is an unlikelymechanism—as in
the case of no heightened accessibility of positive valence words
by the pen manipulation (Havas et al., 2007). In contrast to the
rather broad affective, cognitive, and behavioral consequences
following direct state induction (see the preceding section),
concept activation should be relatively more narrow and specific
and always traceable through associative links.
Dependence on Associative Structures
As any other priming form, modal priming depends on the
architecture of the associative network and thus on cultural,
linguistic, biographic, and many other factors shaping this
associative structure. Therefore, for example, cultural practices,
linguistic metaphors, expertise, and interindividual differences
should influence the presence and direction of modal priming
effects. This is, for instance, the case for the mental representation
of time which varies with linguistic metaphors in a culture
(Boroditsky, 2001; Boroditsky and Gaby, 2010).
Arbitrariness and Flexibility of Associations
One unique feature of modal associations is that they can
be arbitrary. Although for many associations an ecological
connection seems plausible, this is not necessary. Arbitrary
cultural conventions, for instance, showing hostility by extending
one’s middle finger (Chandler and Schwarz, 2009), can form
strong associations via learning and thus yield embodiment
effects. Furthermore, these associations can be transformed via
learning, so that experimental conditioning of associations should
alter embodiment effects that rest upon modal priming. In
contrast, the bodily conditions in direct state inductions are rather
phylogenetically shaped and rigid states; and their relations to
psychological effects are hard-wired and less flexible, such as
emotions and their affective and cognitive syndromes (Russell,
2003).
Probing Sensorimotor Simulation
Simulation takes place automatically, in the absence of the
sensation or action that is simulated, which allows for the
following tests.
Interference
The unique feature of sensorimotor simulation is its susceptibility
to interference and complete blockade (e.g., Beilock and Holt,
2007; Foroni and Semin, 2009; Topolinski and Strack, 2009).
Thus, to test simulation, a concurrent task that engages the same
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sensorimotor resources as the simulation should interfere with
the simulation. If an effect relies partly on simulation, the effect
should be diminished under such interventions. For example,
participants with blocked frowning muscles are slower to read
negative emotional sentences (Havas et al., 2010).
Note that a facilitated simulation effect is not as strong support
for simulation as an inhibited simulation effect. Both effects
would be expected when simulation contributes to an effect,
but facilitation could also be explained by modal priming while
inhibition could not. Having all three conditions in the same
experiment (i.e., facilitation, inhibition, and a neutral condition,
where simulation is neither facilitated nor inhibited) constitutes
a strong test for simulation. Even more so, as alternative
explanations (e.g., distraction) are ruled out if the manipulations
for interference and facilitation are similar.
Fluency
Another—and, where feasible, particularly neat—test for
simulation consists in altering the fluency of the simulation.
Participants trained in a specificmovement are better than control
participants at simulating thatmovement, and consequently profit
at related tasks (Casile and Giese, 2006; Topolinski, 2010; Leder
et al., 2013). Additionally, simulation fluency can be altered
by “untraining” a more fluent action. For example, people
generally prefer objects according to their handedness—right-
handers prefer objects on their right side, and left-handers
on their left side (Casasanto, 2009; Elder and Krishna, 2012;
Shen and Sengupta, 2012). However, performing movements
where the dominant hand is made relatively clumsy reverses
this fluency, which in turn reverses preferences (Casasanto
and Chrysikou, 2011). This kind of temporarily altering
fluency by training has the advantage that no manipulation
has to be present when the effect is measured. Moreover, for
disfluency training, priming accounts would rather make the
opposite prediction from simulation. The training increases
frequency of prior concept activation and thereby should lead
to an increase in accessibility, while sensorimotor simulation
predicts a decreased embodiment effect as a result of disfluency
training.
Further Tests
Conditions for Contrast Effects
Up to now, most published embodiment effects show an
assimilative pattern. However, in sensorimotor simulation,
specific differences in timing (Reed and McGoldrick, 2007)
or similarity between current and simulated sensorimotor
state (Jacobs and Shiffrar, 2005) can change facilitation into
interference and can thereby lead to contrast effects (see also
Zwickel and Prinz, 2012). In modal priming, though up to now
not empirically tested, experimental manipulations that influence
whether the activated knowledge is used to construct the target
or the standard of comparison might play a greater role in
reversing assimilation into contrast effects (see the mechanism
description). Third, in direct state induction, contrast effects
should never occur in the induced state—unless brought about
by additionally working inferential processes.
Bidirectionality
Turning the independent variable in embodiment studies, the
bodily state, into the dependent variable and testing whether
the converse effect holds as well, has sometimes been suggested
as a test for sensorimotor simulation against modal priming
(e.g., Schneider et al., 2011). However, as outlined above,
most modal priming effects are bidirectional—as are effects
driven by direct state induction and sensorimotor simulation.
Thus, bidirectionality is no distinguishing characteristic for the
presently proposed mechanisms.
Conclusion
We have proposed three mechanisms of how the human
body, its actions and states, can influence human cognition
and behavior—each with distinct properties and distinct
consequences. Crucially, we argue that across psychological
subdisciplines, these mechanisms and their joint impact can
account for the bulk of existing embodiment effects2.
On the other hand, classifying embodiment effects with
respect to subject matter or semantic category seems less
suitable when causal mechanisms are of interest, because effects
within the same subject domain may be caused by different
mechanisms. For example, approach–avoidance effects can be
differentially caused, either because they are directly induced by a
motivational orientation or because they are (in)compatible with
a sensorimotor simulation. Thus, for embodiment to become a
truly useful integrative framework for psychology (Schubert and
Semin, 2009; Glenberg, 2010), it is necessary to understand its
underlying mechanisms. We believe our framework is a valuable
contribution that can be tested and refined in the future.
Additionally, we have derived empirical standards for how the
working of each of these mechanisms can be tested for a given
effect, and how the specific contributions of a joint impact of
these routes can be dissociated. With that we aim to provide
a guideline for future research targeted at understanding the
operatingmechanisms. A systematically spelled-out distinction of
underlying processes with tests to distinguish the processes is vital
when trying to resolve debates about what might cause a certain
embodiment effect. For example, the current controversy about
the effects of expanded posture on power or power-related states
or behavior (see Huang et al., 2011; Cesario andMcDonald, 2013;
Park et al., 2013) could profit from clear statements about what is
considered the basic state affected by an expanded posture, and
what constitutes decisive tests for distinguishing the mechanism.
Recent theoretical work has advanced distinctions of
embodiment effects similar to ours. Specifically our first
two mechanisms somewhat resemble Cohen and Leung’s (2009)
pre-wired (direct state induction) and totem (modal priming)
embodiments, respectively. Both pre-wired embodiment and
direct state induction are seen as stable and universal. Similarly,
both totem embodiments and modal priming rely heavily
on learning. However, direct state induction is a narrower
2One mechanism that we did not mention relies on polarity correspondence
(Proctor and Cho, 2006; Lakens, 2012). That is, some congruency effects
between physical and psychological dimensions can be explained convincingly
solely by polarity differences instead of invoking priming or simulation.
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category than pre-wired embodiment, while modal priming is
broader and can include non-arbitrary associations. Moreover,
our conceptualization seems to be more comprehensive,
encompassing both purely cognitive and sensorimotor simulation
effects. Moreover, by focusing on themechanisms, our framework
is naturally more explicit about cognitive processes.
Other research programs are more distantly related to our
approach. For example, simulation effects can be split into online
and offline effects (Niedenthal et al., 2005). This distinction
can help elucidating the many different effects that simulation
can have on cognition and behavior, but essentially rests on
one mechanism. Other approaches investigate the phylogenetic
and ontogenetic precursors of embodiment (e.g., Williams et al.,
2009; Bargh et al., 2012; Casasanto, 2014). While certainly
an intriguing question, it does not necessarily advance our
knowledge of the underlying mechanisms, as there is no one-
to-one mapping of the developmental course and operating
mechanism. Similarly, investigating where the boundaries of
embodiment are, which functions are embodied, and to what
degree (e.g., Mahon and Caramazza, 2008; Louwerse and
Jeuniaux, 2010), will certainly advance our understanding of
information processing, but it is an endeavor quite distinct from
distinguishing different embodiment mechanisms when they are
operating.
To conclude, we have proposed a comprehensive framework
consisting of three distinct mechanisms that explain how the body
may shape the mind. With this distinction and our emphasis on
empirical tests for the proposedmechanisms, we hope to stimulate
further research on the mechanisms that underlie the surprising
phenomena of embodiment.
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